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Emigration
Introduction
The island ofHong Kong was ceded to the British crown about 150 years ago.
1997 was the final year of British rule over Hong Kong. Many Hong Kong people were
afraid of losing their human rights and free trade under the dictatorship of China. The
shadow of communism, the Tien AnMen Square Massacre (1989), and the unforgettable
and bloodstained Cultural Revolution (1966 -1976) have terrified six and a halfmillion
Hong Kong people who live in one of the most populated cities in the world. During the
chaotic revolution, millions were physically and mentally abused, and thousands more
were tortured to death by the Red Guards. The trend of emigration in Hong Kong started
in the early 1980's when the negotiation between Great Britain and People's Republic of
China took place. When I was nine years old, my parents brought me to Republic of
Singapore for a more promising living condition. About the same time, most ofmy
relatives also moved to San Francisco, Vancouver, Sydney and Perth.
When I was a kid, I learned about the full sovereignty of the territory transfer
from news media, films, and conversation between my parents and relatives. I drew my
very first political comic about the situation ofHong Kong at the age of ten. The comic
was about a love triangle. A girl who is painted in the colours of the Hong Kong flag is
sandwiched by two male warriors who are painted in colours of the Chinese and British
flags. The girl looks upset and confused because she doesn't know which man she would
choose. Later, my mother took away the comic and posted it somewhere in her office.
That was my first "public art exhibition". Unfortunately the comic is lost. Today, my
mother is still trying to find it.
Concept
I always wanted to be an animator or some kind of illustrator since I was young.
By attending the animation department of RIT, I have been able to create the kinds of
animation I want, even political ones. Fruit was my first 3D political animation which is
relating to the "one-child per
family"
policy in China. That animation was my
introduction to few film festivals. Many classmates, friends and teachers like the
inspiration of producing political animation in 3D because it is uncommon, interesting
and meaningful.
When I was preparing my thesis proposal and script, I thought about putting my
background and personal experiences into my thesis project.
I was born in a lower-middle class family. Just like the other 6.5 million people in
Hong Kong, my parents had to work extremely hard and spent most of their salaries to
live in a miniature apartment. They worked so hard that they no longer had time to take
good care of me. At age four, I was sent to live with my aunt, a housewife who already
had five children. Seven of us (including my uncle) lived in a tiny one-bed room
apartment located in an aged community. The apartment we lived in was dark, worn, and
stinky. I could find rats in any street corner in the neighborhood. The staircase always
smelled like urine. When nobody was around, I used to throw food through the window
so that I could feed the stray cats or even rats on the ground floor. The only spot I liked
about the place was the balcony because it was the only spot I could see the sky and
breathe fresh air. My aunt worked at home when my cousins and I went to school. She
had an old fashioned man-powered sewing machine. I remember seeing her making
clothes and dolls with it.
Hong Kong is the capital of East Asian market capitalism and the world's 10th
largest stock market by capitalization. Welfare was unheard of before the
80'
s. In a "no
money no
talk"
world, Hong Kong people are often selfish and ignorant of sociological
problems. Except for the richest that can afford big houses on the coastline or in the
mountains, most people in Hong Kong live in high-rise buildings. After the 1970's, most
apartment buildings have been built with at least 30 stories. Higher locations in Hong
Kong mean more expensive and a higher class. In the same building, people are classified
by the levels they live in.
Pre-production
Scripting is always the most difficult part to me. To comprehend a short and
meaningful plot in a few minutes of animation is a disastrous experience. After the
making of Fruit, I had more confidence in story telling and timing, but that doesn't mean
it was easier to produce another. Soon after I started drawing the storyboard for
Emigration, I realized how difficult it was to have five characters in a one-man project.
The well-planned storyboard gave me incredible ideas ofmaking interesting animation of
the colony. From that, I learned how to use camera height to show different personalities,
crane sequences to differentiate the rich and the poor levels, dramatic angles, screen
direction, depth staging, rise up and even fly over. Among my classmates, I was the only
one who has prepared storyboard during the thesis proposal. After several brief but
promising meetings with my thesis committee, they gave me the earnestness and courage
to start producing the project.
Modeling Pei
Charactermodeling was my favorite part in the whole process. Building the main
character Pei in the virtual world was such a wonderful experience. It was like playing
God when I shaped her face with a tiny cursor. Every click and drag on her face's CV
points was enchanting. Even putting eyeballs on her was an unspeakable fulfillment. I
spent almost a month modeling her twenty facial expressions. Each expression could be
used individually with ease.
Influenced by the Egyptian "Akhenaten
style"
(see fig.l), both Pei and Bah (Pei'?,
father) have extraordinary long torsos. Their unusual bodies exaggerated their motions,
and gave them particular personalities.
The other characters areMr. Rich, and his wife and daughter, who were far less
complicated to construct than Pei and Bah.
Modeling the stage
Concrete walls always encompass people ofHong Kong. They are trained to look
way up to find the sky.
The Pantheon (see fig.2 and fig.3) gave me the idea of how the people in my
animation live in the diminutive world. The circular opening in Pantheon is called the
oculus or eye. In Emigration, the
"eye"
represents hope, spiritual energy, freedom, and
connection between humanity and outer world. Pei and her father have a habit of looking
up not only because they are curious about
their employers and the riches that live way
above them, but they also need the very limited light source from the top for survival
physically and emotionally.
To me, the rectangular hollowed outs of the ceiling of the Pantheon look like
a
beehive. Living like hard working insects, people ofHong Kong constantly working to
maintain theirminiature habitat. The other inspirations came from Notre-Dame-du-Haut
(see fig.4 and fig.5), constructed from 1950 to 1954, a surreal and modern architecture
designed by Le Corbusier in France, and the Hopi village, (see fig.6) built by the native
Americans in northeast Arizona. Both
"roughly"
textured and sculptural architectures
render mysterious and dramatic usage of shape, space and light. I want my stage to be
timeless and grotesque like the Pantheon, Notre-Dame-du-Haut and the Hopi village. It is
always fascinating to construct something surreal and challenging.
This stage can be divided into four levels. The lowest level is the bottom of the
colony where is humid, dark and occupied by the magical and gigantic green plant. The
lowest level is also the easiest one to construct because it is so dark that it requires little
lighting and few details. The base of the bottom level looked rocky, but in reality it is a
simple photograph that I shot from a railroad and pasted it on the model. The most
interesting prop I made for the bottom level is the Big Leaf. The roughness and texture of
the leaf are entirely brush-painted by hand in Alias|Wavefront StudioPaint. I also
collected a few specimens of leaves near the pond outside the Gannett Building at RIT as
examples.
Above the bottom level is the poverty level where Pei and her father live. The
poverty level is more difficult to
construct because it requires atmospheric and ambient
lighting, and silhouette-like shadows. Light is dim but clear enough to see every detail:
rotten balcony, the strings on the sewing machine, and Pei and Bah's facial expressions.
All textures in the poverty level are fabricated in Adobe PhotoShop.
Above the poverty level is the wealthy territory. The wealthy level requires even
more time and effort to construct because I wanted to form a sunny and misty appearance
for the set. The haze provides great distance betweenMr. Rich's apartment and the rich
neighborhood. The spacious wealthy level indicates the freedom, power and wealth of the
"higher class". The fancy decor on the walls and balconies represent extravagant
lifestyles for the residents. Four massive
"Corinthian"
monitors constantly broadcasting
stock information have mirrored the greedy and commercial side ofMr. Rich and his
level.
The top level is the crest of the colony and earth's surface. On the edge of the
colony's opening, a gigantic crane was built to support the monitors. The rusty crane
provided an industrial appearance for the colony, which represents the fundamental
manufacturing economy ofHong Kong. Hundreds of tiny refugees were created for the
escape scenario. Each of them was specifically assigned with different colour-shaders.
Predetermined motion paths allow refugees to
"walk"
in guided speed and directions. The
wrinkled earth's surface is assigned with textures created in Bryce and Photoshop.
Animating
Animating is the most time consuming procedure. After numerous frustrating
character set-ups, Pei and the others finally became fully "animatable". Animating Pei's
dress was extremely difficult because the dress kept intersecting her legs and wheelchair.
Countless accidents and misjudgment occurred while I animated. For example, moving
Bah's lengthy arms was as clumsy as they look. Mr. Rich's lower jaw was accidentally
detached and lost in the set. It took me hours to find his teeth and reattach them.
Animating dust particles in the escaping scene was another difficult task. Since I
am not a skilled programmer, I had no idea how dust particles would behave before I
rendered it in the machines. Numerous twisting and many hours of test rendering were
used on the dust effects that only appeared on screen for a few seconds.
Animating the hands in the opening scenes was fascinating. It is easy and natural
to operate our fingers, however animating fingers in computer was another story.
Whenever I animate human figures, I realized how important and magical our bodies are.
At the mean time I also understand the frustration of handicapped people.
Influenced by countless movies and documentaries, FastMotion was used in one
scene to "fast
forward"
through the entire day and night in the colony. Some classmates
did not understand what the scene meant, although the scene wasn't as dramatic as I
prospected.
More than six months were spent on animating.
Rendering
Many thanks toMark Fairchild of College of Imaging Science; the Onyx
computer is the most wonderful gift from them during the making ofmy thesis. It has the
ability to rendering frames in just seconds. The fantastic
24- hours-per-day operating
machine not only saved my time; it also rendered my
animation without worrying about
crashing the system. Battling the rendering schedule in the Silicon Graphics Lab is a
nightmare for every student who doesn't have a
machine at home. Thesis students are the
only people who have permissions
to use the Onyx for rendering. Without that machine,
rendering good quality animation
in the SGI lab with many other schoolmates from
different majors became impossible.
Sound Design
Making sound for my thesis was satisfying and disastrous as well. Due to my poor
schedule, I spent extra weeks correcting my animation. I did not have much time and
confidence to create sound effects and music. During the month before my screening, I
was stressed, upset and even emotional.
To avoid the noisy background in the Animation Center, the sound was usually
made after midnight. The so-calledmusic was actually created by computerized
rubberband vibration. One ofmy favorite instruments was a homemade device
- a
rubberband was mounted on an empty lunchbox. As I desired, I could mount rubberbands
in different thickness on any containers. By picking the rubberband with the fingertips,
the frequency would be transferred evenly inside the lunchbox in different pitches.
Rubberbands in different length and thickness provided different qualities. For those who
do not know how to play musical instruments like myself, using a simple custom-made
instrument is more flexible and easier than using a guitar. A program, Sound Edit 16, was
used to record and digitize the sound where I could edit and modify the sound with
multiple digital effects like adding echo and changing the speed.
In the introduction ofMr. Rich's floor, radio news reports the optimistic Hong
Kong economy in Cantonese and English through the massive televisions. The clip was
captured from the Internet news report ofRadio and Television ofHong Kong, a
government funded, but editorially independent, radio station.
I also did the character voices. I spent about four days producing the sound.
Transition
Dissolves were used for setting up the atmospheric opening. Straight cuts were
used for the rest of the animation. Editing my animation was always enjoyable not only
because it meant my animation was about to be finished, but also I like editing very
much. Some transitions (and compositions) are replicas ofmy storyboard. The only
difference between my storyboard and my thesis project was the plant that belongs to Mr.
Rich's daughter. In my original storyboard, the rich girl also has a plant (a flower) that
was grown in the wealthy level. The flower was well taken care of and grown in a vase.
That could make an interesting contrast between the Big Leafgrown by the poor Pei and
the tiny flower grown by the rich girl. In the original ending, Pei would take away the
flower that was abandoned by the rich girl and leave. In my thesis project, I did not
include the flower and changed the ending because I did not want Pei to take advantage
of the Riches after they escaped from the dictatorship, although that was my intention,
saying what the "left
over"
Hong Kong people did to the others.
Placing my shots and sounds together was both relieving and satisfying. Editing
was usually done overnight at the Animation Center where many classmates hung around
and busily finished up their work. Although exhausted, I really enjoyed the atmosphere in
the grad lab after dark because it was peaceful especially without the florescent light
turned on.
The Screening
The day has finally arrived. My thesis project was finished barely on schedule. I
have never done a school project before that took me so long. The night was a
combination of relief and exhaustion. I was worrying about going onto the stage and
talking in front of the crowd, but when I went up I felt excitement and satisfaction
because my job was done beautifully. And it was great to see the hard work that the other
thesis students made in complete form. All the exhaustion, sleepless nights and headaches
became worthy.
Conclusion
I am glad I was able to finish the work on time. Most of the time I enjoyed doing
my work with some level of pressure so that I could be more focus and energetic. Setting
a proper timetable and guideline for myself and my thesis committee was very important
and helpful. Even weekly briefmeetings with my thesis committee were progressive for
them and myself. Eating healthily during the production was a consequential factor from
getting sick in Rochester's winter. During the production of the thesis project, I often ate
huge amounts of vegetable, fruit, pasta and fish. Sometimes I got comments for eating
fishy dishes outside the SGI computer lab. I wanted to say thanks to the people for their
understanding. Some exercises like weekly soccer and volleyball tournaments were
helpful also. I love doing pull-up at home so that I would not get tired easily after 15
hours of animating daily.
Without the support from my teachers and friends, I would not be able to finish
my work so well and quickly. There are numerous mistakes and improvements in my
animation that I really want to correct and make; however I need more time and strength
to do so. I have learned a lot during the making ofmy thesis project. Not only I have
learned to use the programs, but also I have learned to work and cooperate with friends
and teachers peacefully and patiently. There are many things I disagree with my friends,
10
teachers and thesis committee about ideas, schedules, religions, and even political issues.
But I think some level of disagreement or even argument can provide improvement.
During the years at RIT I had faced many things alone. Not only the stressful
schoolwork, but also the death ofmy cousin who used to live with me in Hong Kong who
died in a skiing accident in California, and an unpleasant relationship with my parents,
especially my fiery-tempered father. Because of all that, I have learned to
become an
independent and better person.
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Fig 2. 77ze Interior ofthe Pantheon, Painted by Giovanni Paoplo Panini. C. 1740. The
National Gallery ofArt,Washington, D.C. Samuel H. Kress Collection
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Fig 3. Exterior, Pantheon,
Rome. 1 18-25 A.D.
Fig 4. Exterior, Notre-Dame-du-Haut, Ronchamp,
near Belfort, France. 1950-54. Le
Corbusier.
Fig 5. Interior, Notre-Dame-du-Haut.





By Yuhay Ray Ng
3/27/00
A pair of small hands throws a little seed into darkness.
May is a sixteen-year-old girl who has only one leg. Like many people, she and her father
live in a pipe city. The city is a huge and vertical tunnel with hundreds ofdoors on its wall;
each door belongs to a familywho lives inside. The city is classified in two categories, the
upper and the lower. The upper class lives in top level of the pipe who own fresh air, bright
sun and hygienic environment. Residents of the upper class arewell dressed, classy and
incredibly wealthy. The lower class lives at the bottom, where is humid and misty. A gigantic
device with numerous TVmonitors is hung at the center of the city. Monitors show different
programs includes news, stocks, TV dramas, and a blue flag. Every morning the residents of
the upper class walk out to their balconies andwork with their lap top computers. The lower
class does the similar thing with heavymechanical tools like run-down molding machines
and sewingmachines. Everyone works very hard until the sky turns dark.
May and her father live almost at the bottom of the pipe. They are poor and almost naked.
May is a sewing laborerwho works extremely hard with her father. She has a habit, which is
pouring water from her balcony onto her plant at the bottom. The bottom of the pipe is too
deep and dark for her to see, but she always looks down and try to find it.
Pei is a sixteen-year-old girl who lives ten stories aboveMay. UnlikeMay, Pei is beautiful
andwealthy. Pei's mother and she always dress up with classy clothing and Jewry. Pei has
grown a beautiful rose in a fancy flowerpot in her balcony. PoorMay admires Pei's life; she
loves to watch Pei's cream-color rose that grows beautifully at the top. WhenMay sees Pei
and her mother, she slightly puts up her tiny hand and wave at them, but proud Pei and her
mother giveMay a dirty-look in return.
One morning, the residents are terrified when they see the flag in themonitor turned red.
People of the upper class are scared. They carry small suitcases with them and escape to the
opening of the pipe with their sticky feet. Pei and hermother have abandoned their home and
fled. The rose is left behind. The poor try to follow, but some of them have carried too many
luggages. Their feet are too slippery on the wet surface and fall to the bottom. May's father
also wants to leave their home. He tides a rope between his waist andMay togetherwith the
sewing machine.May's fatherwalks very carefully on the vertical surface. Water slowly
exudes from the wall. The walking is as difficult as pulling a big stone on ice. His skinny
torso cannot manage so many heavy things. He looks sad and helpless. May starts crying.
The cord no longer supports the heavyweight and breaks into two. A big scream is heard.
May and the sewing machine falls into the darkness. May's father is shocked to see his
daughter slowly disappearing from his sight.
The sewing machine lands on the rocky ground and crashes into pieces. Fortunately landing
onto a huge leaf savesMay's life. She is pleased to realize she is alive. She touches the leaf
softly and looks up to find her father. A light spot is all she can see. Suddenly the
plant starts
moving. It grows taller rapidly and liftsMay like an elevator. The leafcarriesMay so fast
that she can hardly focus on the blurry background. May can even see her father standing on
the wall. She can almost grab his hand, but themagical leafkeeps growing until it reaches
beyond the pipe's opening. It isMay's first moment to see the outside world in real life. She
is delighted. She can seemany pipe openings that look like wasp nests. From long distance,
she sees there are a group ofpeople walking quickly into other pipe cities. Some of the
pipe
cities are burning. May smiles, she never sees such a interesting sight. Suddenly she hears a
very loud noise. She turns her back and sees amissile is launched into the bright sky from
one of the burning holes. The missile goes right into a pipe and explodes.May is terrified.
She looks down and tries to find her father. The plant automatically bringsMay to him. They
hug each other very happily. May wants to take over Pei's rose and home by pointing at the
apartment ofPei's. ButMay's father refuses. May looks back and forth between her father
and the rose she likes. May's father gently pushesMay towards the rose. The huge leaf
slowly carriesMay up to the upper class. May looks back to her fatherwith tears, but she
smiles with joy. Her father also cries with a smile on his wrinkled face. After sendingMay to
the rose, the giant plant returns to the abyss of darkness.
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Research $500 $500 $200
Script $1000 $1000 $0
Storyboard $2,000 $2,000 $0
Animatic $2,500 $2,500 $0
3D Character Design $1,000 $1,000 $0








Image Composition $6,000 $6,000 $20
Particle Production $10,000 $10,000 $0
Lighting $2,000 $2,000 $0
Editing $2,000 $2,000 $0




SoundtrackRecording $500 $500 $0



































Orb Drive $200 $0 $200
Videotapes $100 $0 $100
CD-R $30 $0 $30
Orb Disks $150 $0 $250
TOTAL $60,480 $60,000 $1,000
TIMELINE
Development Date Credits
Storyboard & Designs Spring 0
Modeling & texture summer 2
Animation Fall 5
Rendering, Final Paper & Post Production Winter 5
MARKETING PLAN
Thesis will be submitted to the following festivals and competitions.
Festival Country Deadline for Entries
SAFO Ottawa 2001 Canada Julyl
8th
Bradford Animation Festival 2001 United Kingdom April 17
Hiroshima 2001 Japan March 1
Siggraph 2001 United States March 15
ASD7A 2001 United States March 10
Vancouver Effect &Animation Festival Canada April 20
Computer Animation Festival Switzerland April 5
New York Animation Festival United States Fall
Short Pictures International Film Festival United States May 15
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